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ABSTRACT 

 

At the beach, two teenage girls (19) start to argue. One of them is judging the other’s body type 

and weight. At the same beach, there is another woman (50) who is older than them, swimming 

topless in the sea. She gets out of the water, tries to find a lighter but fails. She sees the girls from 

far. Just when the argument between the two gets more intense, she approaches them and asks 

for a lighter. The girls are shocked that she’s topless and with full confidence. One of them gives 

her lighter, she lights her cigarette. She walks by the sea while smoking, leaving the girls confused 

and relieved in some sense. 

 

The aim of this movie is to criticise the idealized body type created by the patriarchal system. This 

mentality tries to empose that every woman should be skinny and fit into the desired body shape 

created by heterosexual men. The film also subverts the male gaze by showing the female body 

in a graphic but non-sexual way, which isn’t done in cinema usually. Usually, the idea to subvert 

male gaze is only applied by not showing the female body, which makes the collective 

consciousness to forget the diversity of body types. 

In the film, women from two different generations connect. Girls are from the new generation (gen 

z). And the woman is from way older generations. Gen Z kids are actually the ones who are close-

minded in this story. Usually, the society thinks the new generation is much more open minded. 

While it is true to some extent, being close minded and getting affected by the dominant mindset 

(created by patriarchy) never changes as it is demonstrated in this story. Therefore, the film also 

subverts this clichéd mindset and offers new possibilities in terms the attraction between different 

generations. The close minded young girls experience such a strong attitude that might make 

them think different in the future. 
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